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To Jung, synchonicity is a meaningful coincidence in time, a psychic factor which is independant of space and time. This
revolutionary concept of synchronicity both challenges and complements the physicist's classical view of casualty. It also
forces is to a basic reconsideration of the meaning of chance, probability, coincidence and the singular events in our
lives.
Discover the personality archetypes within you and improve your life and relationships with a new self-guided system of
personal transformation. In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) philosophy, the elements Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, and
Water are the foundation of how nature grows and evolves. They are believed to help us understand everything from
illness and healing to the fundamental processes of child development—and they continue to inform Chinese medicine
practice today. But as Ayurvedic nutritionist, reiki master, and Tournesol founder Carey Davidson demonstrates in this
book, each of the five elements can also be seen as a personality archetype—and inside all of us is a unique blend of
these archetypes that serves as a window into living a more fulfilling life on every level. In The Five Archetypes, Davidson
explains that by knowing the personality traits associated with each type and using what she calls the Five Archetypes
method, you can actually start to predict your behavioral patterns—not only with yourself but also with your friends, your
romantic partner, your children, and even your colleagues. By practicing this method, you will also: -Learn how to
exercise more control over behaviors that thwart your potential -Hone your self-awareness and self-regulation skills in the
face of day-to-day stress -And understand what really makes people tick, so that you spend less time in stagnant
relationships and more time in gratifying ones Through her study of the elements and the observations she’s made in her
work with individuals, couples, companies, parents, kids, and educators, Davidson has created a simplified and practical
guide to harnessing the strengths of our five archetypes. Complete with an assessment designed to help you discover
your primary, secondary, and lowest types, The Five Archetypes will not only teach you more about yourself and others
but also transform your relationships and set you on the path to personal and interpersonal harmony.
For decades we have witnessed the emergence of a media age of illusion that is based on the principles of physics—the
multidimensionality, immateriality, and non-locality of the unified field of energy and information—as a virtual reality. As a
result, a new paradigm shift has reframed the cognitive unconscious of individuals and collectives and generated a
worldview in which mediated illusion prevails. Exploring the Collective Unconscious in a Digital Age investigates the
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cognitive significance of an altered mediated reality that appears to have all the dimensions of a dreamscape. This book
presents the idea that if the digital media-sphere proves to be structurally and functionally analogous to a dreamscape,
the Collective Unconscious researched by Carl Jung and the Cognitive Unconscious researched by George Lakoff are
susceptible to research according to the parameters of hard science. This pivotal research-based publication is ideally
designed for use by psychologists, theorists, researchers, and graduate-level students studying human cognition and the
influence of the digital media revolution.
The concept of the archetype is crucial to Jung's radical interpretation of the human mind. Jung believed that every
person partakes of a universal or collective unconscious that persists through generations. The origins of the concept can
be traced to his very first publication in 1902 and it remained central to his thought throughout his life. As well as
explaining the theoretical background behind the idea, in Four Archetypes Jung describes the four archetypes that he
considers fundamental to the psychological make-up of every individual: mother, rebirth, spirit and trickster. Exploring
their role in myth, fairytale and scripture, Jung engages the reader in discoveries that challenge and enlighten the ways
we perceive ourselves and others.
This remarkable and monumental book at last provides a comprehensive answer to the age-old riddle of whether there
are only a small number of 'basic stories' in the world. Using a wealth of examples, from ancient myths and folk tales via
the plays and novels of great literature to the popular movies and TV soap operas of today, it shows that there are seven
archetypal themes which recur throughout every kind of storytelling. But this is only the prelude to an investigation into
how and why we are 'programmed' to imagine stories in these ways, and how they relate to the inmost patterns of human
psychology. Drawing on a vast array of examples, from Proust to detective stories, from the Marquis de Sade to E.T.,
Christopher Booker then leads us through the extraordinary changes in the nature of storytelling over the past 200 years,
and why so many stories have 'lost the plot' by losing touch with their underlying archetypal purpose. Booker analyses
why evolution has given us the need to tell stories and illustrates how storytelling has provided a uniquely revealing
mirror to mankind's psychological development over the past 5000 years. This seminal book opens up in an entirely new
way our understanding of the real purpose storytelling plays in our lives, and will be a talking point for years to come.
The Archetypes and the Collective UnconsciousRoutledge
As an associate of C. G. Jung for many years, Jolande Jacobi is in a unique position to provide an interpretation of his work. In this
volume, Dr. Jacobi presents a study of three central, interrelated concepts in analytical psychology: the individual complex, the
universal archetype, and the dynamic symbol.
Carl Jung was the founder of analytical psychology who revolutionized the way we approached the human psyche. Drawing on
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Eastern mysticism, mythology and dream analysis to develop his theories, Jung proposed many ideas which are still influential
today, including introversion, extroversion and the collective unconscious. Knowledge in a Nutshell: Carl Jung introduces
psychologist Jung's ideas in an engaging and easy-to-understand format. Jungian psychology expert Gary Bobroff breaks down
the concepts of the psyche, collective unconscious, archetypes, personality types and more in this concise book. He also explores
the influence on Eastern philosophy and religion on Jung's ideas, and how spiritualism enriched his theories. With useful diagrams
and bullet-point summaries at the end of each chapter, this book provides an essential introduction to this influential figure and
explains the relevance of Jung's ideas to the modern world. ABOUT THE SERIES: The 'Knowledge in a Nutshell' series by
Arcturus Publishing provides engaging introductions to many fields of knowledge, including philosophy, psychology and physics,
and the ways in which human kind has sought to make sense of our world.
Contents: Mandalas. I. A Study in the Process of Individuation. II. Concerning Mandala Symbolism Index Originally published in
1972. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
In this thoughtful discussion of Blake's well-known Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Singer shows us that Blake was actually tapping
into the collective unconscious and giving form and voice to primordial psychological energies, or archetypes, that he experienced
in his inner and outer world. With clarity and wisdom, Singer examines the images and words in each plate of Blake's work,
applying in her analysis the concepts that Jung brought forth in his psychological theories.
Researching the Unconscious provides an exposition of key issues in the philosophy and methods of the social sciences that are
relevant to psychoanalysis, both as a clinical practice and as a human science. These include the debates initiated by Thomas
Kuhn’s theory of scientific revolutions, the "actor-network theory" of Bruno Latour, the ideas of philosophical realism, distinctions
between "meaningful" and "causal" explanation, and the relevance of complexity theory and "part–whole analysis" to
psychoanalysis. The book goes on to discuss specific forms and methods of psychoanalytical research, including the role of case
studies, of outcome research, and of "grounded theory" as a key methodological resource, of which it provides a detailed example.
The book concludes by outlining principles and methods for psychoanalytic research in the wider contexts of infant observational
studies, society, and culture. Michael Rustin provides a unifying account of the methodological principles that underlie the
generation of knowledge in psychoanalysis, in the light of recent developments in the philosophy and sociology of science. In
doing so, it provides a coherent rationale for psychoanalytic investigation, which will be of value to those pursuing research in this
field. Researching the Unconscious is unusual in its being based both on a deep understanding of and respect for psychoanalytical
clinical practice and on its author’s wider knowledge of the philosophy and sociology of science. It is unique in its comprehensive
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approach to the principles of psychoanalytic research.
The chief disciple of C. G. Jung, analyst Marie-Louise von Franz uses her vast knowledge of the world of myths, fairy tales,
visions, and dreams to examine expressions of the universal symbol of the Anthropos, or Cosmic Man—a universal archetype that
embodies humanity's personal as well as collective identity. She shows that the meaning of life—the realization of our fullest human
potential, which Jung called individuation—can only be found through a greater differentiation of consciousness by virtue of
archetypes, and that ultimately our future depends on relationships, whether between the sexes or among nations, races,
religions, and political factions.
This highly innovative work presents a piercing interpretation of the tarot in terms of Jungian psychology. Through analogies to the
humanities, mythology, and the graphic arts, the significance of the cards is related to personal growth and what Jung termed "individuation."
The Major Arcana becomes a map of life, and the hero's journey becomes something that each individual can relate to one's personal life.
"Sallie Nichols, in her profound investigation of the Tarot has performed an immense service. Her book enriches and helps us to understand
the awesome responsibilities laid upon consciousness. She has done this not in an arid fashion but derived from her own experience of the
Tarot and its strangely translucent lights. As a result her book not only lives but quickens life in whomever it touches." --Laurens van der Post
In this definitive introduction to the work of C. G. Jung, Dr. Robertson explains how Jung reintroduced Westerners to the world of
archetypes--the imagery of the collective unconscious, of mythology, and the symbols in nature. He discusses the structure and dynamics of
the psyche, the meaning of dreams, the shadow, the anima/animus, and the mysterious figure of the Self. This practical yet inspiring
introduction can make Jung's exciting philosophy/psychology part of your life.
The collective belief in Armageddon has become more powerful and widespread in the wake of recent terrorist attacks. Edward Edinger looks
at the chaos predicted by the Book of Revelation and relates it to current trends including global violence, AIDS, and apocalyptic cults.
The Origins and History of Consciousness draws on a full range of world mythology to show how individual consciousness undergoes the
same archetypal stages of development as human consciousness as a whole. Erich Neumann was one of C. G. Jung's most creative
students and a renowned practitioner of analytical psychology in his own right. In this influential book, Neumann shows how the stages begin
and end with the symbol of the Uroboros, the tail-eating serpent. The intermediate stages are projected in the universal myths of the World
Creation, Great Mother, Separation of the World Parents, Birth of the Hero, Slaying of the Dragon, Rescue of the Captive, and
Transformation and Deification of the Hero. Throughout the sequence, the Hero is the evolving ego consciousness. Featuring a foreword by
Jung, this Princeton Classics edition introduces a new generation of readers to this eloquent and enduring work.
A book-length poem evokes the horror, anguish, and brutality of 20th century history.
Twenty-five hundred years ago, Pythagoras taught that the simple counting numbers are the basic building blocks of reality. A century and a
half later, Plato argued that the world we live in is but a poor copy of the world of ideas. Neither realized that their numbers and ideas might
also be the most basic components of the human psych: archetypes. This book traces the modern evolution of this idea from the
Renaissance to the 20th century, leading up to the archetypal hypothesis of psychologist C. G. Jung, and the mirroring of mathematical ideas
of Kurt Gödel.

Collects works of art and literature designed to capture the American spirit, focusing on the power of love through works
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by Mark Twain, Emily Dickinson, Edgar Allan Poe, and Mary Austin.
The book reflects the contemporary meaning of C. G. Jung’s theory on many fields of scientific activity and in a different
cultural context: Japanese, South and North American and European. The authors consider a specific milieu of Jung’s
theory.
This is a book of two parts: the first focuses on theoretical concepts with special reference to the structure of the psyche,
while the second includes more clinical material. Both exemplify the London Society's interest in childhood and the
development of ideas about the use of reductive analysis within the Jungian framework.
Essays which state the fundamentals of Jung's psychological system: "On the Psychology of the Unconscious" and "The
Relations Between the Ego and the Unconscious," with their original versions in an appendix.
Based on the Tavistock Lectures of 1930, one of Jung's most accessible introductions to his work.
The Collective Unconscious in the Age of Neuroscience brings the connection between C. G. Jung's theory of a collective
unconscious, neuroscience, and personal experiences of severe mental illness to life. Hallie B. Durchslag uses narrative
analysis to examine four autobiographical accounts of mental illness, including her own, and illuminate the interplay
between psychic material and human physiology that Jung intuited to exist. Durchslag's unique study considers the links
between expressions of the collective unconscious, such as myth, fairy tales, folk tales, and 'big dreams', and the
experiences of those diagnosed with severe mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The author's
personal narrative account of a psychotic episode is at its heart, bringing both an intimate foundation and exceptional
insight to the book. With reference to neuroscientific and genetic research throughout, The Collective Unconscious in the
Age of Neuroscience highlights the gap between depth psychological notions of etiology and treatment, highlights
patterns of collective material in the qualitative experience of these genetic and biological disorders, and explores how
the efficacy of pharmacological treatment sheds light on Jung's theoretical model. The Collective Unconscious in the Age
of Neuroscience will be essential reading for academics and students of Jungian and post-Jungian studies,
consciousness, neuroscience and mental health. It will also provide unique insight for analytical psychologists interested
in severe mental illness and the collective unconscious.
In the thirties Jung was at the height of his powers and found himself swept up in the international politics of his day. At this time
he was president of what was to become the International General Medical Society for Psychotherapy. As a consequence of
Hitler's rise, Jung and his ideas were placed in the centre of a whirlwind of theoretical and political controversy. These chaotic
times led him to comment widely on political events and saw his most extensive attempt to explain these events in terms of his
theories of the collective and his use of the archetype of Wotan to explain Nazi Germany. This work is part of the ongoing
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reappraisal of the intellectual fabric of Jung's theory and the perspective he sought to establish, and seeks to re-examine the
period, to unravel some of the confusion by setting out the historical background of Jung's ideas, and provide a fresh debate on
Jung and his collective theory.
The concept of 'Archteypes' and the hypothesis of 'A Collective Unconscious' are two of Jung's better known and most exciting
ideas. In this volume - taken from the Collected Works and appearing in paperback for the first time - Jung describes and
elaborates the two concepts. Three essays establish the theoretical basis which are then followed by essays on specific
archetypes. The relation of these to the process of individuation is examined in the last section. The Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious is one of Jung's central works. There are many illustrations in full colour.
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